
nightlife and death
what this is

This is a 20-minute demonstration of Feng Shui 2 featuring the core dice mechanic, how attacks work, how 
the shot counter works, how characters record damage, the difference between featured foes and mooks, and 
melodrama.

recruiting players
The demo works best with two to three players. It can handle as many as four or five at a time, but doing so 
makes it take longer. You can run it for a single player if you drop some of the bad guys, as noted later.
Begin with asking if folks would like to try a demo of the RPG, that it will only take 20 minutes, and that it 
shows off some of the cool features of the game. Lay out the six archetypes and ask them each to pick one.
Our heroes are all at a nightclub, the Hi-Rise, which is owned by the Golden Seas Group Triad.
• The Hi-Rise is a gleaming palace of glass, strobe lights, polished wood, and chrome at the top of a skyscraper 

in Hong Kong’s Central district. 
• Looking down over the main dance floor of the club is a balcony reached by twin staircases that curve up 

from each side of the room.
• Beyond the balcony are private rooms, suites, additional bars, and so on. Liquor is free-flowing. Did I 

mention there’s a lot of glass? 
• The club is packed with rich people and their entourages.
• Notorious gangster and Triad boss Tsang Wu runs his operation out of this club; he’s a middle-aged 

Chinese male who dresses in expensive suits and a lot of gold accessories.
• Tsang Wu has a lot of protection and no doubt many wealthy socialites and crooked businessmen and 

celebrities might get in the way, so the heroes have to be careful not to create too much collateral damage.
• Tsang Wu’s primary enforcer is Serious Choi, a deadly Chinese woman dressed in sapphire blue silks, who 

uses her family’s ancestral liuyedao (“willow leaf saber”) to eliminate Tsang Wu’s enemies.

melodramatic buy-in
Ask each player why he or she is here trying to get rid of Tsang Wu and/or Serious Choi. Did they kill a 
relative? Kidnap a child? Is the player’s character working for the authorities or doing this as a rogue agent? 
How did they get into the nightclub? What blew their cover?

getting started
Get straight to the action by saying, “We’re going to skip to the bit in the movie where Tsang Wu has 
appeared up on the balcony, and screams out, ‘Get them! Get them all!’ From out of the crowd, gangsters in 
cheap suits and carrying knives advance upon you!”



Initiative order
For this short demo, we’re simply adding 6 to all of 
the character’s Speed scores to determine the action 
order, instead of rolling d6. The starting order is listed 
below.

Character Initiative

Whitney da Costa 16 (must use Guns)
Sophie Tong 15 (must use Guns)
Serious Choi 14
Capt. Steed Yang 13
C.J. McClane 13
Rick Richmond Jr. 12
Tsang Wu 12
Vincent Turturro 11
GSG Gangsters 11

tsang wu
Triad Red Pole

Guns DEF Tou Speed

13 13 6 6

Weapon: Shiny chrome autoloader pistols (10/3/4)
Skills: Info: Gangland Politics 15, Intimidation 13, 

Leadership 15
Ablative Lackey: If at least one mook is up, as an 

interrupt after Jet-Set takes Wound Points, he 
takes 0 Wound Points and 1 mook goes down.

Wounds: Tsang Wu’s Wound track is over to the left.

serious choi
killer with a sword

martial arts DEF Tou Speed

14 12 5 8

Weapon: Ancestral liuyedao sword (10/5/—)
Skills: Driving 13, Intimidation 13, Intrusion 13
Resistances: Notice 10, Will 10
Furious Wrath: If Choi’s last attack missed, her 

current one gains +1 Attack and +3 Damage. Not 
cumulative.

Wounds: Choi’s Wound track is over to the right.

golden seas group Gangsters
Suits, Shades, sharp objects

attack DEF Speed

8 13 5

Damage: 8 (knife)
There are 3 mooks for every hero in the fight.

Pre-Rolled Mook Attacks

On the next page is a big list of pre-rolled mook 
attacks. Cross these off instead of rolling each mook’s 
attack.

things that can happen in the fight

• Bottles behind the bar break and spill flammable 
liquid all over, or are turned into Molotov cocktails. 

• A shotgun, baseball bat, or other handy weapon kept 
under the bar to discourage rowdy patrons and robbers 
is brought out by the bartender or club owner (another 
mook).

• Gunfire brings lights crashing to the main dance floor. 
• Giant speakers tip onto combatants.
• Speakers turned into a deafening blast with a 

microphone or access to the DJ booth.
• A glass tabletop is smashed into deadly daggers, or 

picked up and used as a weapon.
• Foes are thrown from the second floor balcony and 

onto tables below before crashing onto the main floor.
• Foes are thrown into the edges of the walkways or 

the stage.
• Stairs and railings can be climbed and spun on.

how to run the fight
Whitney and Sophie go first, if they’re being played. 
Ask them what they want to do: shoot at somebody, do 
something cool and shoot at somebody, or something 
else. If they want to do something cool, have them 
describe it; if it sounds like a stunt, that is, they want 
to do something else significant as well as attack, then 
add +2 to their target’s Defense.

First Attacks
Tell the players what they need to roll on their dice: 
it’s either a 13 (to hit the mooks or Tsang Wu) or a 
12 (for Serious Choi), so each player rolls both dice, 
takes the negative one from the positive one, and adds 
it to their Attack.
• If the target is Serious Choi: Add the Outcome 

(difference between their roll and the Defense, if 
it’s positive) to their Damage (8 for Sophie, 10 for 
Whitney) and tell the player how much Damage 
got past their target’s Toughness as Wound Points.

• If the target is Tsang Wu: As above for Serious 
Choi, but Tsang Wu always uses his special ability 
to take 0 Wound Points at the cost of one GSG 
Gangster mook. He will do this as long as there 
are still mooks standing. Describe mooks leaping 
in the way, taking the hit, and so forth. It can be 
pretty outlandish & cinematic. 

• If the target is one or more mooks: Have the 
players say how they took them out.

• Move the shot counters along as necessary.
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now for the bad guys
When it’s Serious Choi’s turn: Describe her leaping 
off the balcony, performing an effortless somersault, 
and slicing her sword through the air as she lands in 
front of one of the heroes (you decide). Ask the player 
for their character’s Defense, then roll her attack. If 
she hits, ask for the character’s Toughness, and tell 
them how many Wound Points they just took.
When it’s Tsang Wu’s turn:  He takes a shot with both 
pistols so that he can attack two characters. Describe 
him as just unloading his auto pistol in their direction, 
laughing like a maniac. If he does this, his Guns AV is 
11. Add the Outcome to his Guns damage of 10 and 
subtract the target’s Toughness, then tell them how 
many Wound Points they took.
When the mooks have their turn: Divide the mooks up 
between players and ask for each one’s Defense. Cross 
off mook attack rolls (they are pre-rolled for you to the 
left); if any of them hit, figure out the Damage, subtract 
Toughness, and tell the player how many Wound Points.

ending the demo
Keep counting down shots and having everyone act 
until the sequence is over. Then check in with the 
players. Do they feel as if they have the hang of it? Do 
they want to keep playing until the heroes win?
To continue the demo, go to the next sequence, but this 
time show them how to roll their Speed + d6 to get 
initiative order. Play until Tsang Wu is defeated or until 
Serious Choi is defeated and there are no more mooks.
If not, thank your players for trying out the demo!

archetype schtick notes
Whitney (Bodyguard)

• Gets +2 Initiative if she uses Guns as her first 
action.

• She should pick another player character as her 
client; she can always spend 1 Fortune to reduce 
her client’s Damage to 0 but she takes 7 Wound 
Points instead. If she doesn’t, and her client takes 
Wound Points, Whitney’s next Attack against that 
attacker is +2.

• If a bad guy uses an innocent nightclub goer as 
a human shield, Whitney adds +4 to her Guns 
attack against that bad guy.

Sophie (Gambler)
• Gets +2 Initiative if she uses Guns as her first 

action.
• She can always reverse the two dice on her Swerve 

if she spends 1 Fortune.
• If she attacks a mook with Guns and misses, she gets 

to add a free Fortune Die to her next Guns attack.

Capt. Yang (Ex-Special Forces)
• Can spend 1 Chi to remove a point of impairment 

from an ally or 1 Chi and 3 shots to remove it from 
himself.

• He can swap his Guns and Martial Arts AV at the 
start of the fight, so ask him if he wants to do that.

• If Serious Choi or a mook attacks him with 
Martial Arts, he can spend 2 Chi to make a free 
Martial Arts attack against the attacker before 
their attack even resolves.

• If he needs to make an Up Check, he gets a +2 
bonus, and if he spends Chi to give an ally a Boost 
on his action he gets the Chi back.

C.J. (Maverick Cop)
• Does a lot of damage with her signature weapon. 
• She can add +2 to Damage with a Guns attack if 

she spends an extra shot and makes a pithy quip, 
increased to +8 if the target has impairment.

• Her Justice Bringer schtick lets her add +2 Guns 
vs. Tsang Wu and Serious Choi, who she knows 
are both murderers, but not the mooks.

Rick (Everyday Hero)
• Has a lot of potential improvised weapons in the 

nightclub. Tell his player to keep thinking of new 
things to use in the fight. He gets +1 Martial Arts 
with them, but it costs 1 shot to pick one up. If he 
misses with one, he gets a free Fortune Die on his 
next check or he can add it to a Dodge instead.

• If he runs out of Fortune Dice, get can get them all 
back on a roll of 1 or 2 on a d6.

Vincent (Big Bruiser)
• Gets a +2 on the first Martial Arts attack of the 

fight.
• If he misses with a Martial Arts attack, tell his 

player that his next one gets a +1, and if he keeps 
missing he keeps adding bonuses until he hits with 
one, at which point it resets to 0.

• Vincent can take a lot of damage: -1 impairment 
at 40 Wound Points, -2 at 45 Wound Points, and 
makes Up Checks at 50.

• Vincent’s unarmed Martial Arts attack does 10 
Damage, but his baseball bat does 13.
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Big Bruiser
"Was that supposed to hurt?"

With your size and strength, you cast an intimidating shadow 
across the scene of any 
ght. You don’t hit as often as other 
combatants, but when you do, look out! Your massive 
frame allows you to withstand blows that would �atten a 

smaller 
ghter. Most people assume you’re stupid, and 
maybe you are—but maybe not, letting you play 

their misperceptions to your advantage. You 
may have worked as a manual laborer, or as 
a guard of some kind. You might be a quiet, 
gentle giant or a bullying loudmouth. You are de
nitely a 
mountain of determination and endurance.
Make best use of your mammoth damage by going toe-to-
toe with the group’s major foes. To specialize in taking out 
mooks, play a Killer or Masked Avenger.

Awesoming up
When you gain an advancement,  

you may select from the following 
options:

Add new archetype schtick—Mounting Fury II: When 
your Mounting Fury bonus allows you to hit an opponent 
you would otherwise have missed, add +1 Damage.

Add new archetype schtick—Mounting Fury III: As 
Mounting Fury II, but your Damage Bonus is +2.

Add new archetype schtick—Mounting Fury IV: As 
Mounting Fury II, but your Damage Bonus is +3.

Add 1 to your Establishing Shot bonus.

Add 1 to your Strength Check bonus.

Add 1 to your Constitution Check bonus.

Add new archetype schtick—Meat Shield: As an interrupt 
when a nearby ally takes Wound Points, spend 1 Fortune 
to take those Wound Points, and a Mark of Death, 
yourself. If the hit would have taken the ally above 35 
Wound Points, take two Marks of Death.

Add one schtick from any of these Martial Arts paths 
(provided you have its prerequisite, if any): Banisher, 
Death Punch, Montage, Outlaw, Sword, Tiger, Weapon 
Master, Wing Chun, Wushu.

Add one schtick from any of these Driving schticks 
(provided you have its prerequisite, if any): Counterslam, 
Dazed and Contused, Hot Pursuit, I Just Painted That, 
Ramming Speed I-III, Swerve I-III, Takes a Licking, Tight 
Roll I-III.

Add a skill you do not have from this list, at a rating of 
9: Driving, Fix-It, Info (any), Medicine, Sabotage.

Increase a skill value from less than 12 to 12.

Increase a skill value of 12+ by 1.

Increase your backup attack to your main attack minus 1.30
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Big 
Bruiser

Big 
Bruiser

Wealth
Working Stiff

Martial Arts†

12
backup attack

Guns 11

Defense

12
Toughness

12
fortune

6
Speed

5

Baseball Bat 13/5/–

Mossberg Special 
purpose Shotgun

13/5/4 

Establishing Shot
Your first Martial Arts attack of 
any fight gets a +2 bonus.

Mounting Fury I
If you miss with a Martial Arts 
attack, you gain a +1 cumulative 
bonus to your next Martial Arts 
attack. The bonus resets to 0 after 
you hit, and at the end of the fight.

very Big
You make Up Checks and gain 
Marks of Death only when you reach 
50 Wound Points. Impairment of –1 
occurs only at 40 Wound Points; 
Impairment of –2 at 45 Wound Points.

Strong as an ox
Add 3 to your Damage on 
any successful Martial Arts strike, 
including strikes with hand-to-hand 
weapons. (Damage Values for your 
starting weapons already include 
this bonus.) You can use absurdly 
large objects, like motorcycles, as 
improvised weapons. You also get +3 
to all Strength Checks.

The bigger they come...
Toughness is reduced by –5 if you 
reach 50 or more Wound Points, 
until all Death Checks from this fight 
have been resolved.

healthy as a Horse
You get a +3 bonus to 
Constitution Checks.

Additional Schticks & gear

Skills

Intimidation 14
Info:†† 15

††choose a working class occupation

unskilled Checks use a rating of 7

†your martial arts may be modified 
temporarily by your mounting fury schtick.

13/5/4

Vincent Turturro

Tough as nails Italian nightclub bouncer in Hong Kong



Bodyguard
"Get down! Now!"

You have a very particular set of skills. As a Personal 
Protection Specialist, you get your client from 
point A to point C while avoiding the bad guy at 
point B. Obscure outside the tight circles of your 

profession, you avoid the glare of fame cast 
by your celebrity and political clients. 

Maybe you lost the client who most 
mattered to you, the one you broke 

the rules for and fell in love with. 
Perhaps shadowy forces have taken your client, 
and your entry into the Chi War comes as you 
swear to get her back. However you came to 

this juncture, now your greatest act of protection 
awaits, as you discover the Chi War and realize that the 
entire world needs a bodyguard.

Awesoming up
When you gain an advancement,  

you may select from  
the following options:

Add any one of these Guns schticks 
(provided you have its prerequisite, if any): 
Battle Scavenge I-III, Bank Shot, Bloody but 
Unbowed I-III, Both Guns Blazing I-V, Carnival 
of Carnage I-IV, Covering Fire, Click Click 
Toss I-III, Disarming Shot, Draw a Bead, Fast 
Draw II-IV, Flesh Wound, For the Squad, 
Hair-Trigger Neck Hairs, Lightning Reload 
I-IV, Opportunistic Fire, Signature Weapon, 
Scattering Fire, Stop Right There!, The Way 
the Wind Blows.

Add a skill you do not have from this list, at a 
rating of 10: Deceit, Fix-It, Gambling, Info (any), 
Intimidation, Leadership, Sabotage.

Increase a skill value from less than 12 to 12.

Increase a skill value of 12+ by 1.

Increase your backup attack to your main 
attack minus 1.

32
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Character Name

Character Concept

Melodramatic Hook

BodyguardBodyguard

Wealth
rich

Guns

14
backup attack

Martial Arts 12

Defense

14
Toughness

6
Fortune

7
Speed

8

H&K p7 10/2/4

Mini uzi 10/3/1

The Client
At the beginning of any fight, 
designate any PC or GMC as your 
client, who you will go on to protect. 
Spend 1 Fortune when your client 

takes Damage to reduce the 
Damage to 0. You take 7 
Wound Points.

Dammit!
On your next attack after your 
client takes Wound Points, gain +2 
Attack against the character who 
dealt the Damage.

Who Got Hit? 
At the end of a fight, remove 
any number of Marks of Death from 
your client, applying them instead to 
yourself.

take the Shot
Add +4 Guns vs. targets using 
hostages as human shields.

Fast Draw I
Add +2 to your Initiative result. 
Your first action of the sequence 
must use Guns.

Additional Schticks & gear
Skills

Driving 13
info: Celebrities 12
Info: World Leaders 12

unskilled Checks use a rating of 7

1

Whitney da Costa

Bodyguard and personal assistant to the rich & famous



"Hey, I may not have the faintest clue what's going on here, but I'm an 
American, dammit! And that means I got two strong American fists, and  

a big American heart—and a big American gun!"

You might be nobody special, but that’s the source of all your awesome. Unlike some 
archetypes you could name, you work for a living—probably in a good, honest, vanishing 

blue-collar job. Maybe you’re a factory worker, a truck driver, a 
plumber, or a sailor. You may be on vacation when the action 

begins, or �nd yourself in a cross�re as the result of a job-
related errand. Aside from taking care 
of your melodramatic hook, all you 
really want to do is sit down with a 
can of beer and watch some sports 

at the local bar. But somehow trouble always comes 
looking for you. �at’s because of your basic, essential 
decency and/or stupidity. And also your peculiar luck. On 
one hand, your luck gets you through situations that even 
you don’t believe you could survive. But on the other hand, 
your luck tends to get you into weird and frightening 
situations to begin with because the good guys need your 
help. You may not be the smartest, or the strongest, or 

the most skilled person in the world. But you’re a good 
guy, and “Good guys always �nish—ugh! Hey, wha’d 
you shoot me for? Oh, man, now I’m bleeding… 
howzabout a knuckle sandwich?”
A good choice if you like to play mechanically 
simple characters.

"Hey, I may not have the faintest clue what's going on here, but I'm an 
American, dammit! And that means I got two strong American fists, and 

a big American heart—and a big American gun!"

You might be nobody special, but that’s the source of all your awesome. Unlike some 
archetypes you could name, you work for a living—probably in a good, honest, vanishing 

blue-collar job. Maybe you’re a factory worker, a truck driver, a 
plumber, or a sailor. You may be on vacation when the action 

begins, or �nd yourself in a cross�re as the result of a job-
related errand. Aside from taking care 
of your melodramatic hook, all you 
really want to do is sit down with a 
can of beer and watch some sports 

at the local bar. But somehow trouble always comes 
looking for you. �at’s because of your basic, essential 
decency and/or stupidity. And also your peculiar luck. On 
one hand, your luck gets you through situations that even 
you don’t believe you could survive. But on the other hand, 
your luck tends to get you into weird and frightening 
situations to begin with because the good guys need your 
help. You may not be the smartest, or the strongest, or 

the most skilled person in the world. But you’re a good 
guy, and “Good guys always �nish—ugh! Hey, wha’d 
you shoot me for? Oh, man, now I’m bleeding… 
howzabout a knuckle sandwich?”
A good choice if you like to play mechanically 
simple characters.

Awesoming up
When you gain an advancement,  

you may select from the following 
options:

Add any one of these Guns schticks (provided 
you have its prerequisite, if any): Bank Shot, 
Battle Scavenge I-III, Both Guns Blazing I-V, 
Click Click Toss I-III, Covering Fire, Disarming 
Shot, Flesh Wound, For the Squad, Lone Wolf, 
Opportunistic Fire, Scattering Fire, Stop Right 
There!, The Way the Wind Blows, Wild Grenade.

Add one schtick from any of these Martial Arts 
paths (provided you have its prerequisite, if any): 
Banisher, Death Punch, Dragon, Drunken Master, 
Flame, Fox, Healer, Hundred Names, Montage, 
Outlaw, Ninja, Nunchaku, Tiger, Weapon Master, 
Welcoming Sky, Willow, Wing Chun, Wushu.

Add Fix-It, Gambling, Leadership, or any new Info 
skill at 12.

Increase a skill value of 12+ by 1.

Increase your backup attack to your main attack 
minus 1.

Everyday hero

42
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Character Name

Character Concept

Melodramatic Hook

Everyday 
Hero

Everyday 
Hero

Wealth
working stiff

Martial Arts

13
backup attack

Guns 11

Defense

15
Toughness

6
Fortune

9
Speed

6

Lucky You
When you run out of Fortune, 
roll a die. On a 1 or 2, regain all your 
spent Fortune.

Improvised Weapon Mastery
Gain +1 Martial Arts when 
fighting with an improvised weapon 
found at the scene. After 3 successful 
attacks, you lose the bonus—unless 
you describe yourself picking up and 
using a different improvised weapon 
(shot cost 1).

Accidental Awesome
After you fail an Attack Check 
with an improvised weapon, add a 
free Fortune die to your next check 
or Dodge.

Additional Schticks & gear

Skills

Driving 12
Info: Classic Cars 15
Info: Classic rock 15
Info: Beer 15
Info: Sports 15

unskilled Checks use a rating of 7

Rick Richmond, Jr.

Professional sports fan and bar stool occupant



"So after the charges go off and blow up the oil tank, I'll come in on the 
chopper hanging from the rope ladder and take care of the dozen or so 
guards on the terrace.. once they're outta the picture, drop me onto the 

roof and I'll break into the secret lab and stop the mad scientist."

Afghanistan. Iraq. Places you still aren’t allowed to name. A former member of an elite force 
trained in counter-terrorism, hostage rescue, and sabotage missions, you 

had a hard-bitten military mindset drilled into you along with your 
extensive list of deadly skills. It is possible that you were dishonorably 
discharged from your beloved unit, fairly or otherwise; this might be 

your melodramatic hook. People keep expecting you to relax, to 
kick back, to get along, just like everybody else. But you can’t. Your 
nerves are still on edge. Whenever you get into a fender bender, or 

a confrontation on the street, it takes all of your determination 
not to leap on the guy harassing you and beat him to a pulp. You long for 

a new cause to believe in, one you can feel as much fervor for as your 
old corps. Most of all, you want the pure rush you get from combat. 
ere’s nothing you’d like more than to feel the taste of blood and fear 

in your mouth on another battle�eld. If that battle�eld 
involves a �ght for justice and freedom 

against tyrants from across the 
timestream, so much the better.

Awesoming up
When you gain an advancement,  

you may select from the following 
options:

Add any one of these Guns schticks (provided you 
have its prerequisite, if any): Bag Full of Guns I-IV, 
Bank Shot, Battle Scavenge I-III, Blam Blam Epigram, 
Both Guns Blazing I-V, Bloody but Unbowed II-
III, Carnival of Carnage III-IV, Click Click Toss I-III, 
Covering Fire, Disarming Shot, Draw a Bead, Fast 
Draw I-IV, Flesh Wound, Hair-Trigger Neck Hairs, 
Lightning Reload I-IV, Lone Wolf, Opportunistic 
Fire, Signature Weapon, Scattering Fire, Stop Right 
There!, Soul of the Sniper, Take the Shot, The Way 
the Wind Blows, Wild Grenade.

Add one schtick from any of these Martial Arts paths 
(provided you have its prerequisite, if any): Banisher, 
Death Punch, Dragon, Fox, Healer, Hundred Names, 
Montage, Outlaw, Ninja, Sword, Tiger, Weapon Master, 
Wing Chun, Wushu.

Add a skill you do not have from this list, at a rating 
of 10: Deceit, Detective, Driving, Fix-It, Gambling, Info 
(any), Intimidation, Leadership, Seduction.

Increase a skill value from less than 12 to 12.

Increase a skill value of 12+ by 1.

Increase your backup attack to your main attack 
minus 1.

trained in counter-terrorism, hostage rescue, and sabotage missions, you 
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Add any one of these Guns schticks 
have its prerequisite, if any)
Bank Shot, Battle Scavenge I-III, Blam Blam Epigram, 
Both Guns Blazing I-V, Bloody but Unbowed II-
III, Carnival of Carnage III-IV, Click Click Toss I-III, 
Covering Fire, Disarming Shot, Draw a Bead, Fast 
Draw I-IV, Flesh Wound, Hair-Trigger Neck Hairs, 
Lightning Reload I-IV, Lone Wolf, Opportunistic 
Fire, Signature Weapon, Scattering Fire, Stop Right 
There!, Soul of the Sniper, Take the Shot, The Way 
the Wind Blows, Wild Grenade.

Add one schtick from any of these Martial Arts paths 
(provided you have its prerequisite, if any)
Death Punch, Dragon, Fox, Healer, Hundred Names, 
Montage, Outlaw, Ninja, Sword, Tiger, Weapon Master, 
Wing Chun, Wushu.

Add a skill you do not have from this list, at a rating 
of 10: Deceit, Detective, Driving, Fix-It, Gambling, Info 
(any), Intimidation, Leadership, Seduction.

Increase a skill value from less than 12 to 12.

Increase a skill value of 12+ by 1.

Increase your backup attack to your main attack 

trained in counter-terrorism, hostage rescue, and sabotage missions, you 
had a hard-bitten military mindset drilled into you along with your 

extensive list of deadly skills. It is possible that you were dishonorably 
discharged from your beloved unit, fairly or otherwise; this might be 

your melodramatic hook. People keep expecting you to relax, to 
kick back, to get along, just like everybody else. But you can’t. Your 
nerves are still on edge. Whenever you get into a fender bender, or 

a confrontation on the street, it takes all of your determination 
not to leap on the guy harassing you and beat him to a pulp. You long for 

a new cause to believe in, one you can feel as much fervor for as your 
old corps. Most of all, you want the pure rush you get from combat. 
ere’s nothing you’d like more than to feel the taste of blood and fear 

in your mouth on another battle�eld. If that battle�eld 
involves a �ght for justice and freedom 

against tyrants from across the 
timestream, so much the better.

Ex-Special Forces
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Ex-Special 
Forces

Ex-Special 
Forces

Wealth
poor

Guns

14
backup attack

Martial arts 13

Defense

14
Toughness

7
Chi

7
Speed

7

Combat Knife 10/1/–

Heckler & Koch 
HK45C 10/2/3

M16 A3
13/5/1

Heckler & Koch 
Mp5 10/5/1

Field Triage
During a fight, spend 1 Chi 
and 1 shot to remove a point of 
Impairment from another nearby 

character, or 1 Chi and 3 
shots to remove it from 
yourself.

Highly Trained
At the beginning of any fight, 
you may swap your Guns and Martial 
Arts attack values. Swap remains in 
effect for duration of fight.

Bloody but unbowed
You get +2 bonus to Up Checks.

For the Squad
Regain a spent Fortune 
point after making a Boost.

Claw of the Tiger
When your Martial Arts attack deals 
Wound Points to an opponent, roll 
a die; if the result is even, add the result 
to the Wound Points dealt.

Tiger Stance
When targeted for a Martial Arts 
attack, interrupt and spend 2 Chi 

to make one Martial Arts attack 
against your attacker, resolved 
before the original attack.

unskilled Checks use a rating of 7

Additional Schticks & gear Skills

Sabotage 12
Intrusion 11
Info: Anti-Terrorism 15

2

+1

1 1/3

Capt. Steed Yang

Hong Kong Special Duties Unit paramilitary tactics officer (retired)



"The odds of my having that card are 145,987 to one. 
But then again, I am feeling lucky today."

Gambler

As a devil-may-care hang-glider on the winds of fate, you’ve turned natural luck and a �air for 
getting yourself out of scrapes and into a pro�table career. 

You’ve learned to handle yourself in a �ght—not all losers 
are good sports, after all. But mostly you rely on your 

drop-dead gorgeous smile and your airtight instincts 
to keep yourself out of trouble. With these two 
weapons at your disposal, you’ve carved out a life 
of luxury for yourself—no pleasure is too �ashy 
or shallow for your tastes. You came from humble 
beginnings and made your fortune using only your brains and your 
need for victory. �e latest clothes, the shiniest gadgets: these are 

things you’ve dreamed of since childhood. But the real prize 
is the sheer joy of beating the odds, of triumphing over your 

opponents when logic decrees that you should be 
down for the count. Now a melodramatic 
hook pulls you into the Chi War, a situation 
where all of the odds you’ve memorized are 

turned upside down. Nonetheless, you face 
this new adventure with a grin and a heaping 

helping of aplomb. You know it won’t take you 
long to �gure the angles.

getting yourself out of scrapes and into a pro�table career. 
You’ve learned to handle yourself in a �ght—not all losers 

are good sports, after all. But mostly you rely on your 
drop-dead gorgeous smile and your airtight instincts 

to keep yourself out of trouble. With these two 
weapons at your disposal, you’ve carved out a life 
of luxury for yourself—no pleasure is too �ashy 
or shallow for your tastes. You came from humble 
beginnings and made your fortune using only your brains and your 
need for victory. �e latest clothes, the shiniest gadgets: these are 

things you’ve dreamed of since childhood. But the real prize 
is the sheer joy of beating the odds, of triumphing over your 

opponents when logic decrees that you should be 

this new adventure with a grin and a heaping 
helping of aplomb. You know it won’t take you 
long to �gure the angles.

Awesoming up
When you gain an advancement,  

you may select from the following 
options:

Add any one of these Guns schticks (provided you 
have its prerequisite, if any): Bag Full of Guns I-IV, 
Battle Scavenge I-III, Blam Blam Epigram, Both Guns 
Blazing I-V, Carnival of Carnage I-IV, Covering Fire, 
Click Click Toss I-III, Disarming Shot, Draw a Bead, 
Fast Draw II-IV, Flesh Wound, Hair-Trigger Neck 
Hairs, Lightning Reload I-IV, Lone Wolf, Opportunistic 
Fire, Signature Weapon, Scattering Fire, Stop Right 
There!, Soul of the Sniper, Take the Shot, The Way 
the Wind Blows, Wild Grenade.

Add one schtick from these Martial Arts paths 
(provided you have their prerequisites, if any): 
Hundred Names, Montage.

Add a skill you do not have from this list, at a rating 
of 9: Deceit, Detective, Driving, Fix-It, Info (any), 
Intimidation, Intrusion, Leadership, Sabotage.

Increase a skill value from less than 12 to 12.

Increase a skill value of 12+ by 1.

Increase your backup attack to your main attack 
minus 1.
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GamblerGambler

Stack the odds
Spend 1 Fortune to reverse 
the results of any Swerve, treating 
the negative die as positive and 
vice versa. Others must share their 
die results with you when asked. 

Explain how your planning or 
advance knowledge led to this 
reversal.

Fast Draw I
Add +2 to your Initiative result. 
Your first action of the sequence 
must use Guns.

Bank Shot
After a Guns attack against a 
mook fails, add a free Fortune die to 
your next Guns attack.

Additional Schticks & gear
Skills

Gambling 15
Info: Criminal underworld 13
Seduction 13

Wealth
rich

Guns

13
backup attack

martial arts 12

Defense

13
Toughness

6
Fortune

8
Speed

7

Beretta  
Model 21 Bobcat 8/1/4

unskilled Checks use a rating of 7

1

Sophie Tong

Casino-hopping lady of leisure from Macau



"Freeze, scumbag!"
�e Maverick Cop is a plainclothes detective assigned to a major crime unit of a big city. 
You may work undercover, you may be in an anti-mob unit, or you may be a homicide 

detective. Good-looking but slovenly, you may cultivate a drinking problem 
and de�nitely have a personal life in a state of serious disorder. 

Despite the fact that you are one yourself, you’ve always had a 
problem with authority �gures. You see yourself as a loner, but 

this may date back only as far as your last partner getting 
killed, or the origin point of some other melodramatic hook. 
You are always on the verge of being �red and are often on 
suspension. You keep your job only because your gru� superior o�cer has 
a secret soft spot for you, and because you get results. Although you always 
get the job done in the end, everything seems to conspire to make you look 
bad. People connected to your investigations have a habit of getting killed. 
Witnesses get snu�ed. Bystanders fall like tenpins whenever you take part 
in a �re�ght. Most of all, you never seem to be able to just apprehend a 
crook. It’s not like you deliberately set out to empty the contents of your 
high-caliber revolver into each and every scumbag you’re supposed to 
arrest. You warn them even, tell them they shouldn’t be feeling lucky, 
shouldn’t ever get you riled. Punks never learn.

�e Maverick Cop is a plainclothes detective assigned to a major crime unit of a big city. 
You may work undercover, you may be in an anti-mob unit, or you may be a homicide 

detective. Good-looking but slovenly, you may cultivate a drinking problem 
and de�nitely have a personal life in a state of serious disorder. 

Despite the fact that you are one yourself, you’ve always had a 
problem with authority �gures. You see yourself as a loner, but 

this may date back only as far as your last partner getting 
killed, or the origin point of some other melodramatic hook. 
You are always on the verge of being �red and are often on 
suspension. You keep your job only because your gru� superior o�cer has 
a secret soft spot for you, and because you get results. Although you always 
get the job done in the end, everything seems to conspire to make you look 
bad. People connected to your investigations have a habit of getting killed. 
Witnesses get snu�ed. Bystanders fall like tenpins whenever you take part 
in a �re�ght. Most of all, you never seem to be able to just apprehend a 
crook. It’s not like you deliberately set out to empty the contents of your 
high-caliber revolver into each and every scumbag you’re supposed to 
arrest. You warn them even, tell them they shouldn’t be feeling lucky, 
shouldn’t ever get you riled. Punks never learn.

Awesoming up
When you gain an advancement,  

you may select from the following options:

Add any one of these Guns schticks (provided you have its 
prerequisite, if any): Bag Full of Guns I-IV, Bank Shot, Battle 
Scavenge I-III, Bloody but Unbowed I-III, Both Guns Blazing I-V, 
Carnival of Carnage I-IV, Click Click Toss I-III, Covering Fire, 
Disarming Shot, Draw a Bead, Fast Draw I-IV, Flesh Wound, 
Hair-Trigger Neck Hairs, Lightning Reload I-IV, Lone Wolf, 
Opportunistic Fire, Scattering Fire, Stop Right There!, Soul of the 
Sniper, Take the Shot, The Way the Wind Blows, Wild Grenade.

Add any one of these Driving schticks (provided you have its 
prerequisite, if any): A Ride is a Ride, Counterslam, Custom Ride, 
Dazed and Contused, Floor It I-III, Hold on Tight I-III, Laying 
Rubber, Lightning Speed, Objects in the Mirror, Obstacle Course, 
Oh No You Don’t, Ramming Speed I-III, Swerve I-III, Takes a 
Licking, Tarmac Warrior, Tight Roll II-III, Tools of the Trade, 
Vroom!

Add a skill you do not have from this list, at a rating of 9: Deceit, 
Fix-It, Gambling, Info (any), Intimidation, Intrusion, Leadership, 
Sabotage, Seduction.

Increase a skill value from less than 12 to 12.

Increase a skill value of 12+ by 1.

Increase your backup attack to your main attack minus 1.

Maverick Cop
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Maverick 
Cop

Maverick 
Cop

Wealth
Working Stiff

Guns

13
backup attack

Martial Arts 12

Defense

13
Toughness

8
Fortune

6
Speed

7

Smith & Wesson 
Model 29* 14/3/5

Colt Detective 
Special 9/1/5

Winchester 
Model 70 13/5/5

Signature Weapon
Your favorite Smith & Wesson 
Model 29 deals 3 more damage than 
the norm.

Justice Bringer
Add +2 Guns vs. any target you 
know to be a murderer, torturer, or 
felony sex offender.

Skills

Driving 13
police 15
Info: DIve Bars 15

unskilled Checks use a rating of 7

Additional Schticks & gear

1981 Chevrolet Impala: 
Acceleration 8 • Handling 9 
(Squeal 10) • Frame 6 (Crunch 8)

*this includes your Signature Weapon bonus.

Blam Blam Epigram
Add 1 to the shot cost of any 
Guns attack and make a pithy quip 
before or after shooting. The Damage 
Value of your weapon increases 

by 2 against a non-Impaired 
opponent, by 8 against an 
Impaired opponent.

Hot pursuit
Spend 1 Fortune to get +2 

Driving until next keyframe 
when you are the pursuer in a 
vehicle chase.

Tight roll I
When a vehicle you’re driving 
crashes, you and all occupants 
gain +2 Toughness against crash 
damage.

+1

1

Claudia Jean "C.J." McClane

Chicago police detective on loan to Hong Kong Police Unit




